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With its broadband delivery, full suite of connectivity solutions and comprehensive 
customer care, UK Connect has become a go-to communication brand for 
housebuilders. RUPERT BATES meets founder and driving force PJ Farr

broadband | special

ALL TALK and 
ALL ACTION

If you are in the communications 
business, it pays to be a good 
communicator and PJ Farr is full-
fibre, 5G, ultra-fast when it comes to 
engaging, with an enthusiasm for his 
trade that is infectious. 

Broadband experiences can be 
ponderous and frustrating and the 
most common complaint is a lack of 
communication; an inability to get 
efficient and fast response and service 
from a provider who fails to see the 
imperative of being connected in a 
connected world. Tomorrow simply 
won’t do, be it personal or business. 

UK Connect – the company Farr 
founded nearly six years ago –  
has come of age in the last 12 
months as a go-to brand for UK 
housebuilders seeking the security 
not only of high speed broadband 
onsite and in completed homes, but 
the comfort of exceptional and agile 
customer care. 

“We purely deal with the construction 
industry, so not only do we know our 
market inside out, we can be both 
proactive and reactive, finding solutions 

and going far beyond just being a 
broadband provider,” says Farr. 

UK Connect recently acquired  
Crest Nicholson as a client, delivering 
telecoms solutions across the 
housebuilder’s developments. Other 
clients include Taylor Wimpey, CALA, 
Redrow and Bewley. 

It is not just about supplying phone 
lines and broadband, but all the other 
connectivity, IT and CRM systems 
involved in site offices, sales offices 
and marketing suites, be it digital 
screens, or CCTV, with UK Connect 
able to track and monitor, for example, 
visitor levels to show homes and 
provide increasingly sophisticated 
sales and marketing data in real time. 

Farr says his company’s industry 
knowledge ensures it understands the 
various needs of sales and marketing 
teams conducting multi-channel 
campaigns, providing dedicated local 
phone numbers and telecoms support 
across a variety of platforms. 

“Our number one KPI is the 
customer. We meet our customers 
every three months, but are always 
available. No matter how big we might 
grow, the customer is the priority. That 
is one of our USPs and something we 
will never compromise.” 

Often competing with larger providers 
as a challenger brand, UK Connect 
frequently wins business when it 
becomes clear the pound spent by the 
client will be much better cared for. 

“If housebuilders don’t want to sign 
up to fixed contracts with us they don’t 
have to and we are very flexible,” says 
Farr. “The services we provide can  
be for whatever length they want.  
But our clients become our biggest 

▲

“We could never get IT systems installed at our developments in 
time for launch. We commissioned UK Connect to install broadband 
in the marketing suite at our flagship site, Swallowhurst in Cranleigh. 
It was simple and instant, and since then we’ve never looked back.”  
Natalie Flint, sales and marketing director, Linden Homes
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ambassadors, with customer service 
the key to retaining and enhancing 
their business.” 

While housebuilders can never be 
accused of moving fast when it comes 
to embracing new technology, Farr 
points out that digital adoption was 
always going to prove difficult for the 
industry, given the fluidity and mobility 
of building sites and show homes 
requiring phone lines and connections 
– hence the need to have an agile 
provider with collaborative solutions. 

The rise of property technology and 
the use of virtual and augmented 
reality also mean greater demands on 
bandwidth and connectivity; the virtual 
home as an online marketing tool  
and immersive customer experience – 
advancements especially applicable  
to off-plan sales and potentially 
extending to buyers, hefty deposits 
paid on a patch of bare earth, 
watching and monitoring the 
construction of their homes. 

“Our business looks right across 
digital construction and infrastructure in 
the home; its future, the challenges 
and the opportunities and, as an 
industry, housebuilding has a lot of 
stakeholders to bring together.” 

Farr says developers can seize the 
day and the buyer of tomorrow, who 
wants a connected, future-proofed 
home from minute one. 

“Day-one connectivity is vital. 
Buyers moving into brand new  
homes will expect some issues,  
but not a rubbish broadband 
connection; and no matter whose 
fault it is, the builder will take the 
blame and the relationship soured 
from the start when handover should 
be such a positive experience.” 

Whether it is a Portakabin in the 
middle of a field with time-critical 
supply chain logistics to manage, or a 
buyer moving into a shiny new home, 
rapid, secure broadband connectivity 
becomes the number one utility and 
UK Connect works for both builder 
before, during and after sales, as well 
as the end-user – the purchaser.  

“You can wait up to nine months for  
a traditional communications provider 
to install broadband onsite. Our Site 
Connect system can be delivered and 
installed within 10 days.” 

UK Connect has developed software 
to snag homes, but, says Farr, when 
something goes wrong, the number 
one customer complaint is usually  
not the fault itself, but the lack of 
communication about when and how it 
will be put right. 

UK Connect’s broadband service is 
live on more than 1,000 sites across 
the UK, and gaining around 100 new 
developments a month – expansion 
that has seen the Guildford-based 

Business of the Year at Soldiering On Awards 2019

“UK Connect has connected three sales 
offices in our Yorkshire division and we have 
had exceptional service ever since. We have 
had a broadband router installed and phone 
lines for each development; the internet 
speed is great.  
“Installation only took an hour for each 
development and the engineers gave in-
depth information to our sales teams on 
how the product works and how to get the 
best out of it all.  
“We will have a further two developments 
with the same products installed in the  
next two months. I am very confident we 
will have the same level of customer  
service and the products will have the  
same exceptional quality.”  
Sally Marten, CALA Homes 
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business take on 20 new staff in the 
last six months alone. 

Such is its growth, UK Connect is 
now a Cisco partner, working closely 
with the technology and telecoms giant 
to change the way the construction 
industry operates, with a recognition 
that housebuilders and the wider new 
build supply chain, working proactively 
alongside other partners and 
stakeholders, can be in the vanguard 
of creating a full-fibre network and 
world-leading digital infrastructure, 
satisfying not just their customers, but 
the wider business economy. 

“A big focus within the Cisco UK 
Connect partnership is understanding 
how technology can make a positive 
impact within the environment, 
productivity and health and safety on 
construction sites,” says Farr. 

“The UK housebuilding sector has 
been underserved by technology for a 
long time and with recent technologies 
now being made available, UK 
Connect and Cisco are in the best 
place to futureproof the industry.” 

The UK Connect brand values are: 
Ambitious, Personal, Expert and Easy. 
The ambition is clear to see as is the 
personal approach and the expertise, 
with ease of installation and 
management the fourth pillar. 

Farr’s backstory is as fascinating  
as his company’s future, with UK 
Connect recently taken onto the 
London Stock Exchange ELITE 
business support and capital raising 
programme, which backs and mentors 
the growth of dynamic, fast-growing 
private companies across many 
sectors, helping to make them 
investment ready. 

As an infantryman in the Princess of 
Wales’s Royal Regiment, Farr couldn’t 
understand why the army was able to 
create secure connections in the most 
remote locations – he was on the 
Falkland Islands when his idea struck – 
yet there were many places in the UK 
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where you could not get a decent 
signal, including building sites. 

The wireless ‘Office in a Box’ was 
born, with Farr creating a mobile box, 
providing instant broadband wherever 
installed and then picked up and 
moved to the next location.  

From the south Atlantic to the 
attention of the London Stock 
Exchange, from Office in a Box to UK 
Connect, Farr and his business have 
come a long way.  

Farr remains strongly connected to 
his army past and UK Connect is 
signed up to the Armed Forces 
Covenant, employing former soldiers. 

Six years ago Farr was invited to the 
WhatHouse? Awards and the seeds of 
his specialist telecoms solutions to the 
housebuilding industry were sown. 

“I remember meeting companies 
who have gone on to become clients 
and it was a personal ambition to one 
day be on stage as a sponsor of the 
housebuilding oscars, supporting an 
industry I love and as a strong, 
recognised brand within it.” 

That day this year is 15 November, 
with UK Connect signed up as an 
Awards partner for the first time. 
London’s Grosvenor House hotel has 
a notoriously unreliable broadband 
connection so don’t be surprised if 
rifleman Farr comes armed with a rapid 
response solution.  sh

“UK Connect and its broadband solution has 
removed one of my biggest operational 
issues – by delivering fast, secure and highly 
available communications to our building 
sites within a very short lead-time.  
After years of broken promises from various 
providers, PJ and his team delivered.”  
Andy Feldon, IT director, Taylor Wimpey

Soldiering On Awards
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The growth in the importance of 
broadband has been more rapid and 
more radical than the motorways, 
railways or the postal service. 

Connectivity now touches virtually every 
aspect of our lives and it dictates many of the 
choices we make, like which hotel we choose 
to stay in, the places we eat and drink and, 
crucially, what property we want to live in. 

Three years ago, Britons consumed less than half 
the amount of data that they do today over their 
home broadband line, and average speeds were  
less than a third of what they are now. And as the 
digital revolution rushes onwards, the demand  
for faster, more reliable internet access shows no 
sign of abating.  

As a nation we need to ensure the UK stays ahead 
of the curve. We have the largest digital economy in 
the G20 today, but we need to build the ultrafast, 
reliable network that will keep us there tomorrow. 
We need a network that can provide the stable 
platform for every digital activity we can do and 
think of today, plus a hundred more that we can’t 
even imagine yet. 

That’s why Openreach is building the UK’s  
next-generation digital infrastructure. A faster, more 
reliable and futureproofed ‘full-fibre’ broadband 
network based on fibre-to-the-premises (FTTP) 
technology, where a pure fibre connection is built 
all the way from our telephone exchanges right into 
a home or business.   

Full-fibre networks are typically more stable, 
predictable and reliable with people experiencing 
up to five times fewer faults and more speeds than 
previous broadband technologies that serves most 
of the UK today. They can also support broadband 
speeds of up to 1Gbps, or 1,000Mbps – more than 
20 times faster than the current UK average. 

We’re on track to make this technology available 
to four million homes and businesses by March 
2021 but we want to go much further. If the 
conditions are right to invest, we want to get to  
15 million by the mid-2020s and ultimately reach 
the majority of the UK. 

At the vanguard of this massive engineering 
programme are new build homes. And the modern 
home is a microcosm of the digital revolution we’re 
experiencing.  

Streaming services like Netflix are now being 
watched more than traditional channels. Increasing 
numbers of us are choosing to work flexibly, with 
many more adopting ‘smart home’ living where 
connectivity allows us to control everything from 

Over the last 12 months around 88% of plots on 
new builds contracting with Openreach are opting 
for this new full-fibre infrastructure and that rises 
to almost 100% of the larger developments with  
30 or more premises.  

On the flip side, a number of developers  
are still opting for slower, less reliable broadband 
solutions, with recent independent analysis 
suggesting that around 124,000 of the new  
homes constructed in the UK in 2018 still  
lack access to ‘superfast’ broadband speeds of 
30Mbps or more.  

The situation has improved dramatically since 
2016, when less than a third of new developments 
were gaining access to full fibre, but we’re 
determined to make sure that no owners of new 
homes miss out. 

The government has set an ambitious target of 
making full-fibre networks available nationwide 
coverage by 2033 and to help achieve this, it  
has consulted on proposals to make full-fibre 
connections mandatory for all new build homes. 
That new legislation can’t come soon enough and 
would provide a critical safety net to support the 
progress that companies like Openreach have 
already made.  

By bringing faster, more reliable and futureproof 
broadband to their developments, not only will 
housebuilders attract more buyers, but those buyers 
will be happily settling into one of the best 
connected homes in the country.

fridges to kettles, thermostats to doorbells – all at 
the touch of a button, from anywhere in the world.  

The average UK home has around eight 
connected devices today and that number’s  
going to boom as our houses become increasingly 
automated. Mobile operator EE predicts that the 
average UK household will contain 50 connected 
devices by 2023 – so how can it cope? 

We believe full fibre is the answer. 
Our new network will deliver enough speed, 

resilience and reliability to power this growing 
multitude of data hungry services and applications 
for decades to come. And that’s why we want every 
new build in the UK to have full-fibre broadband as 
standard, with everyone having access to choice of 
competing internet service providers over our open 
wholesale network. 

To help make this a reality, Openreach installs 
full-fibre networks free of charge to all new housing 
developments of 30 or more homes. 

In November last year – we went a step further 
and drastically decreased the contribution 
developers need to provide when building a site 
with fewer than 30 plots – by up to 80% in many 
cases – with Openreach covering the rest. We’re 
seeing strong take up from developers on these 
discounted rates – but there is more to be done.  

There’s plenty of evidence to suggest some  
huge benefits for developers who adopt full-fibre 
networks. Research has shown that a high-quality 
broadband connection can increase the-value of a 
house by around 1% while  
a London School of 
Economics study found  
that one in 10 British 
homebuyers have walked 
away from properties with 
poor internet connection. 
Meanwhile, homeowners in 
London are willing to pay  
up to 3% above the market 
price for properties in  
areas offering very fast 
broadband speeds.  

Among many other 
examples, full-fibre 
introduces the possibility of 
far more reliable and stable 
remote controls for systems 
like ventilation, lighting  
and heating, which can all 
help to reduce energy 
consumption and costs.  
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With growing digital usage, a good broadband connection is more important than 
ever to homeowners. MATTHEW KIRKMAN, director, infrastructure solutions, for 
Openreach, reveals the steps the company is taking now to keep customers 

connected in the future
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New homeowners demand a lot from 
their broadband – speed, reliability 
and, importantly, day-one connection. 

If housebuilders wish to preserve their five-star 
customer satisfaction ratings, it may pay to shop 
around for a supplier, says GILL OLIVER  

broadband | special

DO YOUR BIT

In association with
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Picture the scene: a tired but 
exhilarated buyer has just moved into 
the new home they’ve been saving 
towards for months, if not years. 
Naturally, the first thing they do is 
unpack the kettle and make a cuppa. 
But it’s what happens next which is 
giving housebuilders headaches 
and, in some cases, nightmares. 

Within minutes of taking possession, 
the whole family is desperate to get 
online. One of the kids is live 
streaming a video game, while the 
other’s checking out YouTube while 
simultaneously downloading their 
favourite series on Netflix. Meanwhile, 
mum’s uploading high-resolution 
images of her new home to show 
relatives in Canada, while ordering a 
pizza online and dad’s watching sport 
on Amazon Prime. 

But what happens if the broadband 
isn’t up and working at a decent 
speed from day one? Well, then that 
lack of connection is viewed with as 
much outrage as if there were no 
water coming out of the taps. 

David Walker, head of property at 
Hyperoptic, which works with many 
housebuilders including Barratt, 
Berkeley, CALA, Bellway and Galliard, 

explains: “If they don’t have 
broadband, a couple of things 
happen: they get frustrated, pace  
up and down and start looking for 
things to put on the snagging list –  
so the slightly sticky hinge on one  
of the kitchen cupboards, the tiny 
scuff on the ceiling. We’ve had  
direct feedback from construction 
teams on sites we work on, who say 
snagging lists are much shorter when 
broadband is delivered on day one.” 

Incredibly, despite a near-constant 
stream of damning headlines and TV 
reports across national media, this 
scenario is all-too-common. 

Tony Hughes, chief executive of  
The 4th Utility, which works with Crest 
Nicholson and David Wilson Homes 
among others, says that although 
there’s much more focus on the 
importance of good broadband 
connection from day one, it’s still a 
huge problem: “The vast majority of 
housing estates are still taking either 
a BT or Virgin-type offering – both of 
which don’t guarantee speeds – and 
there are still major issues in terms  
of people moving in and it being 
available within a sensible time frame. 
Housebuilders still tell us people can 

go months without broadband, so 
they’re having to provide dongles.” 

Few would dispute there’s a 
problem – that’s clear from the UK’s 
ranking, in terms of fibre connections 
to the home. Currently 35th, the UK 
trails behind Latvia and Estonia and 
perhaps that’s more understandable 
when it comes to older homes.  
But with everyone from Ofcom to 
government ministers on the case, 
why are buyers of newly built houses 
still finding themselves cursed with 
slow or no broadband connection? 

Firstly, it’s important to note that 
things are improving across the 
board. According to Ofcom, average 
UK upload speeds increased in 2018. 
And undoubtedly, the work of 
challenger suppliers has disrupted 
the market, dragging up average 
speeds. But many feel things need to 
move more quickly; there’s a sense 
of wading through treacle, both in 
terms of dealing with an antiquated 
copper wire infrastructure and old-
style attitudes.  

David Walker remembers when he 
joined Hyperoptic six years ago and 
was telling people about its 1Gb 
service: “I sat through meetings 

In association with

David Walker Michael Finn of Barratt
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where people from the incumbent 
would say ‘No one’s ever going to 
need more than 30Mb’.”  

Since then, Hyperoptic has gone on 
to prove a 10Gb service at the former 
Olympic athletes’ village in east 
London, successfully trialled under 
Ofcom’s watch last year. 

Of course, it’s not just about speed, 
as Walker is quick to add. For those 
marooned on copper, it’s about the 
consistency of that speed: “5pm on a 
Friday night, everything slows down 
because more and more people want 
to get onto the network,” Walker says. 
“The fact that we and some of the 
other altnets have disrupted the 
market, has created a much greater 
focus for the incumbent, in terms of 
working out what they need to do  
and what they need to do to address 
issues being raised at government 
level in terms of minimum speeds.”  

There may be more focus but 
there’s still a yawning gap between 
good intentions at top level and 

what’s actually happening on the 
ground, according to The 4th Utility’s 
Hughes: “This industry is littered with 
poor service. It’s very problematic for 
people going into new properties.” 

He refers to one site that’s part-way 
through where a failure to provide 
decent broadband is interfering with 
the sales schedule: “There are 280 
properties on one side of the road 
and they’ve had 280 complaints on 
the broadband. They’ve held off 
going live on the other side of the 
road, until they’ve sold all the 
properties, because they don’t want 
the other side of the road to be sat 
there with 100Mb up and down, when 
they’ve got so many complaints over 
the broadband on the other.”  

Housebuyers are a savvy lot and 
most now review broadband speeds 
before they buy. Added to which, 
recent studies, such as one from 
Housesimple in May this year, claim 
‘ultra-slow’ speeds slash as much as 
24% off the value of a property. 
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“If they don’t have broadband they get 
frustrated and start looking for things to put 

on the snagging list. We’ve had direct 
feedback from construction teams on sites, 
who say snagging lists are much shorter 

when broadband is delivered on day one.” 

In association with
▲

CityFibre

Tony Hughes
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Michael Finn, group design  
and technical director at Barratt 
Developments, agrees customers 
have an “essential need for 
superfast broadband”, which he 
says is now viewed as “equally 
important as the other core utility 
services” and that the need for the 
provision of 1GB capable fibre “gets 
stronger every day”.  

But proving there’s still a  
strong tendency to stick with the 
incumbents, he adds: “This is why  
we partner with Openreach who 
provide this critical service to our 
customers. They generally do a great 
job in making sure our customers are 
internet enabled as soon as possible 
after we have handed over the keys.” 

Generally, most housebuilders 
follow a strategy of having two 
broadband suppliers into every site, 
one of which is likely to be 
Openreach. But Tony Hughes 
believes things are changing, albeit 
slowly. This is because housebuilders 
are focused on future technology 
advances, such as the internet of 
things and keen to work with 
challenger suppliers who bring fresh 
approaches.  

Despite this willingness to embrace 
new suppliers, there’s also a great 
deal of caution. This is exacerbated, 
according to Walker, by uncertainty in 
the housing market stemming from 
Brexit, the jittery economy and 
worries over how much longer the 
Help to Buy scheme will continue 

under the next government. 
Broadband is right up there in the 

top three complaints housebuilders 
receive, so when it doesn’t go right, 
it’s a direct threat to the much prized 
five-star status. 

“Housebuilders are under more 
scrutiny and there’s a lot of 
uncertainty about,” says Walker.  
“If the board is measuring your 
performance on feedback from 
customers, you need to make sure 
everything you can do is sorted out 
and, clearly, that relationship with 
broadband is more and more 

important.” 
Tony Hughes agrees, saying 

housebuilders “want to dip their toe 
into the water with new suppliers but 
they also want to see that delivers for 
their customers”.  

He also points out their powerful 
brand recognition gives incumbents a 
natural advantage: “Some people will 
still want to buy what they ‘know and 
trust’ and we fully understand that, he 
says.  “Over time, with the disruption 
that’s going on in the marketplace 
and how we take it forward, that will 
change.” 

In association with
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For many potential homebuyers in  
the UK, access to a high-capacity 
broadband network is becoming  
one of the deciding factors when 

selecting a property. The only solution to 
guarantee futureproof connectivity for any 
new build is the installation of full-fibre 
cabling that can deliver 1000Mb – or one 
gigabit – in download and upload speeds.  

The UK is woefully underserved in fibre 
connectivity currently, despite it being essential to 
the UK’s digital future. The government’s stated 
intention is to achieve full nationwide fibre 
coverage by 2033, but this will be too late when it 
comes to the data-hungry technology we already 
rely on today.  

Government funding can only go so far. Most  
new fibre connectivity will come from upgrading 
outdated copper cabling in homes and from 
installing fibre in new builds. There is a great 
opportunity for public and private sector 
collaboration in fibre installation and to catch up to 
leading players in Europe like Spain and Sweden.   

With new digital technology emerging constantly 
that requires ever-greater data consumption, the 
importance of high-speed connectivity in the home  
is steadily increasing. The likes of smart fridges, 
home hubs, cloud gaming and video streaming are 
consuming more data than ever before. Fibre cabling 
will only serve to increase a property’s value and will 
soon become standard in property construction.  

When constructing a new build, installing fibre 
should be as essential as the plumbing or electrics. 
The case for providing fibre for businesses is more 
obvious than supplying it to domestic properties but 
with the rise of remote working, more people are 
depending on high-speed internet at home to 
maintain business communications.  

Most so-called ‘fibre’ broadband residential services 
actually use copper cabling to connect between the 
cabinet at the end of the street and the customer’s 
house. Full fibre-to-the-premises (FTTP) 
connectivity has a much higher cost, as old copper 
cabling is ripped out of the ground and replaced by 
fibre. The installation of fibre outside of the property 
is down to network operators and the government, 
but the property must be equipped with fibre as well 
to benefit from gigabit connectivity.  

Fibre should be installed at the construction 
phase to avoid later disruption. Installing copper 
instead of fibre will only devalue the property and 
the copper will need to be dug and replaced in a 
few years time, as and when fibre broadband 

5G, connected cars, and the internet of things.  
The UK can learn much from its European 

neighbours. Sweden for example already has 91% 
fibre coverage, with 44% of homes connected. 
However, unlike the UK, fibre connectivity in 
Sweden is often driven by local authorities and 
district councils, recognising both the economic 
value and social benefits of enhanced connectivity.  

The UK also needs to appreciate these advantages 
and perhaps emulate the successful open-access 
model deployed across Sweden. In an open-access 
model, such as ours, the fibre network can be 
owned by a range of organisations; not just a 
telecoms operator or an ISP, but a local authority, a 
property developer or a utility firm. They then lease 
the fibre to multiple service providers for them to 
access and use to deliver their own broadband 
services. This approach lowers costs for the service 
providers, encourages greater competition, and 
leads to much higher uptake among residents.  

Bandwidth demands are only set to increase as  
we look to future technology, which will rely on  
fibre cabling to deliver massive volumes of data at 
incredibly high speeds. Housebuilders may fear the 
extra outlay, but with the revenue potential that full 
fibre offers by increasing the value of each property, 
future-proofing a home’s broadband is not just an 
investment for tomorrow but an investment for today.

becomes the standard.  
Housebuilders need to be careful when defining 

broadband connectivity, in terms of what the 
property can facilitate as well as what is available in 
terms of fibre from the cabinet. Most fibre services 
currently offered by operators in the UK are in  
fact only fibre to the cabinet (FTTC): they rely on 
old-fashioned copper cabling to connect to the 
subscriber’s house. That’s why some UK providers 
can be misleading when they promote this type of 
service as ‘full fibre’.  

Full FTTP provides superior gigabit download 
speeds and extremely low latency, which far 
outperforms any broadband service delivered  
over copper.  

If the true value of enhanced connectivity  
was understood, there certainly would be  
greater emphasis on fibre installation in property 
construction. Full-fibre connectivity can stimulate 
economic growth and deliver social benefits by 
providing enhanced connectivity to local business, 
homes and public sector sites. 

Full fibre will also support new technologies that 
depend on fixed high-speed connectivity, such as 
tele-health and surgery, and remote-controlled 
smart homes and appliances. Large-scale fibre 
installation will also ensure the UK is not left 
behind when it comes to future technologies like 
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Installing a truly full-fibre broadband connection in a property doesn’t just 
benefit the homebuyer but the housebuilder too, says MIKAEL SANDBERG, 
chairman of VXFIBER
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Rich in fibre
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